
Bee Loved Artist Collective
“Let’s see how INVENTIVE we can be encouraging LOVE, and helping out, not avoiding
Worshiping together as some do, but spurring each other on, ESPECIALLY as we see the big
day approaching.” - HEBREWS 10:22-25 MSG

Who we are:
We are an Artist Collective attempting to use our art talents, skills, and gifts to unleash Heaven on
earth and release identity in people.  Our BELOVED God is moving. He is who sends us, to our
community as a whole, to show up as the big C church and expose Heaven.  This is not another
mission to bring religion to the streets - worship is not just on a platform on Sunday, it's time we come
alive in our city and LOVE people.

We believe that showing our city the REAL living GOD and His full creativity, right next to what the
world says is ideal, will expose and break down hollow religion and damaging lies that the church has
become associated with.   We believe that by releasing, recognizing, and valuing identity in people,
by encouraging and making space for the suppressed artisans and craftsman in our city, that people
will become who they were created to be, and that GOD will meet and heal them as they thrive in who
they were created to be.

What we do:
We show up for our city, come alongside other organizations to fill gaps of all kinds.
We bring Holiday celebration. We lavish love to the least of these throughout our valley.
We facilitate art and creativity in our city, in a meaningful lasting way that releases freedom, identity,
confidence, and health in people who have been suppressed and lied to.
We believe if we can dream bigger than ourselves, we can step into God's plans for revival.
Renaissance is often born out of times such as this, and we believe that an artistic flood is coming
and is the core of the revival that is coming to our world.   This love we spread, is from our beloved.
All of us are beloved. It's kind of a secret society.
If ya know then ya know.

The following pages contain the projects and vision we have for our city this year, opportunities for
partnership, and invitations for joining us as artists, organizations, businesses, and sponsors.

BeeLovedGroup@gmail.com
Facebook and Instagram: Bee Loved Collective
Giving: https://vccalbany.churchcenter.com/giving/to/bee-loved-collective

mailto:BeeLovedGroup@gmail.com
https://vccalbany.churchcenter.com/giving/to/bee-loved-collective


Valentine’s Day 2022

We have two Valentine's day related projects for this year!   The first is a youth - led art project, making these
amazing yarn gnomes.   Sarah is a local middle schooler who created these gnomes for a local holiday bazaar,
and she has agreed to teach this project for our community at a local business near Valentine’s day.

This will run similar to a paint night, where the supplies will be provided at stations, registrations will be taken
and paid for, and then at the arranged time and location Sarah will lead the group step by step in creating their
very own yarn gnomes to take home.

Sarah is available either Friday, February 11th from 4-6 pm or Saturday,
February 12th from 10-12 am.  There will be a trusted adult with her, as
well as a Bee Loved representative on hand during the event.    Cost is
TBD but the goal is to keep it very reasonable.   Spaces will be limited by
the venue to keep things at an ideal success point.

Partnership Opportunities:

● We are seeking a host site for this make-it event on either Friday, February 11th from 4-6 pm or
Saturday, February 12th from 10-12am

● Host site would help determine the appropriate number of slots based on their available space.
● Host site would partner in advertising, collecting funds for, and providing seats/space/surfaces

for working at.
● Class cost will be determined in a combined factor of host site fee, supply fee, teacher fee, and

any other relevant cost.
● Secondary opportunity for a sponsor to cover part of material cost, sponsor slots, book future

event, etc.
● We are open to other partnership opportunities for this event we may not have considered,

please let us know if you have a way you’d like to be involved that is not covered here.

Partnership Benefits:

● Chief amongst the benefits in our opinion is the investment in our community and in
encouraging artisans and craftsman, both those attending as well as the young leader stepping
in to teach this class.

● Bee Loved Collective will repost social media posts, as well as generate their own, for the host
site regarding this event.   Additionally we have found that most sites we partner with continue
to be similarly minded and we enjoy sharing their events and causes that are unrelated to our
own after the fact.

● Bringing new offerings and expanding your social media reach in being added to our own should
also bring new customers and foot traffic into your location.  It is our deep desire that the
businesses we partner with will not only benefit from our partnership, but thrive and be deeply
established in the community.



Our second Valentine’s related project for the year will be providing cookie decorating kits to recovery homes in
Albany.  Part of our mission is to provide holiday celebrations to undercelebrated members of our community,
and we thought that this would be a great opportunity to provide a memory making day of love for individuals
and families actively looking to improve themselves.

We envision several options for executing this vision.

1)  A bakery or independent licensed baker could donate the cookies,
frosting, decorations.
2)  Funds could be donated to purchase from a local bakery or independent
licensed baker.
3)  Donations could be used to purchase cookie dough, cutters, jars of
frosting and sprinkles from the grocery store.

We would love to have your partnership in providing this happy gift to those
in recovery in our city, we intend to deliver 20 boxed kits.

We estimate costs for this to be as follows:

● Locally owned bakery kits $480
● Local independent baker provided kits $350
● Grocery sourced kits we assemble $ 325

Partnership Opportunities:

● Provide cookies, frosting, decorations from a licensed bakery/independant baker for some or all
of our target of 20 boxed kits.

● Donate funds to purchase from a bakery, independent baker, or the grocery store.
● Provide or donate something to accompany these items

Partnership Benefits:

● Communicating value to those working actively to better themselves benefits our entire
community.

● We would be happy to announce partnering with you and your business as we share this
outreach on our social media pages.

● This is an excellent opportunity to partner not only with us in serving this targeted group for this
holiday, but also to support a local business and invest in our community on both ends of this
project.



Easter 2022

Our big spring project this year will be a city wide, all ages egg hunt with prizes!   We plan to get started on
several aspects of this as early as February, and it is our intention to get as much partnership and participation
as possible to make this an absolutely amazing event.  As an artist collective, we are especially looking
forward to some fun creative opportunities to make some really fun faux eggs.

We will be collecting gift cards, prizes, and anything else we can enthusiastically give away and using QR
codes on the eggs or a spreadsheet of numbered eggs, patterns and corresponding prizes, and then hiding as
many eggs as we can generate all around Albany.   This can include in parks, at businesses, in little free
libraries, and there is even the potential to have some puzzles to solve to find specifically designed eggs that
are modeled by our artists to reflect the sponsor’s business identity!

Partnership Opportunities:
Artists:  We would love to have artists join us in decorating the eggs, we may
host a couple of decorating times for artists to join, or they may contact us to
arrange a batch of eggs to decorate in their own time.

Individual sponsors:  If you are excited to help make this event happen, we
would love to partner with you - this can be a financial contribution to the
project, item or gift card donations, or other contributions.   Please let us
know how you’d like to join us!

Businesses:  We have several options for business partnership in this!

● Grant us permission to have eggs hidden in your business.
● Provide space and time to invite local community members to join us in creating the eggs.
● We also would love to have a few businesses or communities partner with us in gathering

unwanted or donated gift cards to be distributed as prizes between February and early March.
● Sponsor prizes (options abound - something your business sells, gift cards, curated baskets,

etc) we can help find an excellent option if you are interested in this but do not have something
specific in mind

● Donate to the event - we will be purchasing supplies (faux eggs, decorating supplies, prizes,
etc)

● Advertise the event with us and help get the word out on social media and if applicable with
posters, etc.

● Display larger prizes (baskets, large item donations) to generate excitement for the event.
● We are open to other partnership opportunities for this event we may not have considered,

please let us know if you have a way you’d like to be involved that is not covered here.

Partnership Benefits:

● We are really excited for the community to celebrate and have fun together as friends, families,
and neighbors.    We believe as the community forms connection and celebration, we all benefit.

● Bee Loved Collective will repost social media posts, as well as generate their own, for the host
site regarding this event.   Additionally we have found that most sites we partner with continue
to be similarly minded and we enjoy sharing their events and causes that are unrelated to our
own after the fact.



Spring planting

We have a large number of pots that we would like to get seeds started in, both floral and produce.  These
could be decorated in a number of events, and provided for mother’s day projects or donated to be given out at
food banks and other locations where underserved people of our community would receive them for personal
enrichment and also access to fresh food and ingredients.

As we already have the pots for this project, we are looking for community involvement in
gathering the other parts of this project, as well as opportunities to decorate, plant, and
distribute these starts.

Partnership Opportunities:

● We are seeking soil, fertilizer, seeds, and any other relevant donations to fulfill the needs of this
project.

● We are seeking locations throughout the month of March to have planting days.
● We would love to have a couple of knowledgable people interested in being available to answer

questions and advise at our planting days, provide simple instructions for the starts being
distributed, and potentially to have a class if interest is shown for local community to learn how
to care and grow starts and/or personal gardens.

● Distribution locations to host plant pickup for established starts.

Partnership Benefits:

● Education and nutrition enrichment opportunities for our community, specifically the underserved
seeking to better themselves and grow.

● We are very excited to share the partnerships and introduce our community to the many
amazing local businesses and opportunities they may be unaware of by inviting them in to
partner in creating or receiving these items.



Mother’s Day 2022

We are really excited to present our mother’s day plans - we would like to partner with both businesses and
artisans of several kinds to put on a reverse craft fair.    This would be an event happening ideally a couple of
weeks prior to mother’s day.  The concept is similar to an art show/craft fair, but the booths would be artisans
and craftsmen supplying and teaching the customers in making their item, which once dry/complete/etc would
be ready to be gifted for mother’s day.

We have a few young artists prepared to teach their skills, and are confident we
could find enough teaching creatives to put on this full event.     Some of the
options we envision include (but are not limited to)

● Acrylic fluid floral art
● Bath bombs/salts/lip scrubs/apothocary etc
● Yarn Gnomes
● Handmade Cards
● Resin Necklaces
● Prayer Boxes
● Alcohol ink mirrors
● Zen Gardens

The artisans teaching would provide their own supplies, time frames, price points for the event.   The
customers would show up and pick their project(s), sign up for a time if there isn’t a current open space, pay for
their items, and if necessary, plan a pickup time for the item.

Partnership Opportunities:

● Host site(s) available for event and possible to hold pickup items that may need time to dry if
applicable.   Ideally would be able to provide tables, chairs, etc.

● Artisan teachers willing to provide instruction, materials, time, and determine their own pricing
as well as provide their own payment/change method at their booth/table.

● Advertisement via social media and possibly some paper posters/etc.
● Sponsor low income child/ren, purchase or host art of the artisans in your business before/after,

sponsor recovery family children.
● We are open to other involvement and ideas for this event, please contact us with your idea.

Partnership Benefits:

● This is another multi-level benefit.  This not only provides an educational opportunity for the
purchasers to create a gift they love while learning a new skill, but also encourages local
artisans and craftsman of many ages in their giftings.   Finally it offers a unique gift for the
eventual recipient.

● Bee Loved Collective will repost social media posts, as well as generate their own, for the host
site regarding this event.

● A new kind of event is being presented here that we believe will draw people in, bringing new
foot traffic into your business and potentially purchases made with you while the event is
occurring.



● New connections with local artisans and craftsman that could partner with your personal or
business needs in executing new product vision, meeting design needs, etc.

Summer Art Camps

We are artisans and we are passionate about releasing art into our community.   We would love to set up
accessible art classes in as many varieties and definitions as possible over the summer.   We envision this
taking place all over the city, with many instructors, and reaching any and all interested youth and children in
learning and exploring whatever they may be interested in.

These art classes could be in a myriad of traditional and unusual mediums
and styles, including but not limited to:

● Traditional watercolor methods
● Spray paint galaxies
● Sculptural lego art
● Fluid art
● Textile art
● Rock painting
● Geode canvases
● Ice Dye Shirts or Hoodies

We intend for this to take place in enough diverse locations and styles that we will reach all
youth who have any level of call to art in their interests, regardless of current understanding, history, financial
status, location within our city.  In order to achieve this we will need partnership from multiple indoor and
outdoor locations as well as a myriad of artists willing to share their understanding and knowledge of one or
more projects.

Without partnership from outside artists, we could provide instruction for 3-5 of these pop up camps at a very
approachable price point, but we do need locations, at least one outdoor messy art location (spray paint
planets).  We would love to see this become a huge offering, but it is scalable to where our primary partnership
needs would be location, shared reach through advertisement, and any possible support in gathering supplies.

Partnership Opportunities:

● We are seeking multiple host sites during the months of June, July, and August, both indoor and
outdoor.

● Individuals skilled and able to pass a background check to teach any form of age appropriate art
skill, and if special equipment is required to provide the equipment or location (i.e. pottery)

● Sponsorship of supplies for events either in supply donations or financial donations and/or
scholarship sponsorships for classes for underserved interested youth.

Partnership Benefits:

● Art skills and craftsmanship skills transfer into so many practical personal and also employability
areas of life.   Enriching our future benefits us all.



● The pandemic has affected the mental and emotional health of our community but especially our
youth.   Art and expression have consistently been recognized as ideal outlets to process these
challenges and can be life changing, and for some life saving.

● As with all our projects, we are excited to share our partnering businesses and sponsors and
share the good they are doing in our community.

Free Art Library

One of our long term goals is to be able to open a location for an art library that will allow artists to shop gently
used or donated art supplies for no cost, much like a food pantry.   This is something that is happening in other
cities, and following their path we believe it is something we can make happen here in Albany.   Phase one of
this is simply partnering with sites around Albany and spreading the word that donations of new or gently used
art supplies can be left in boxes placed at our partnering locations.

Our team would then collect, sanitize, and inspect items for usability, and then begin by offering pop-up shops
once a month, or once a quarter, depending on donation supply.

We have the benefit of many examples of success, both in Oregon and
beyond, in seeing this be not only successful but an asset to communities.
Artists are able to express, create, and grow their craft.

Waste is also reduced, as supplies can be passed forward instead of
thrown out.

We hope that this ongoing project can lead to a more permanent and
expansive location that would feature not only the art closet, but also things
like ipads/apple pencils to be able to provide a means for artists to create,
market, and create income with their art regardless of personal access to
devices.

Cricuts, woodworking tools, screenprinting, photoshop, etc would be housed at a location like
this, that could also feature a gallery and shop for local community to shop or commission things from those
who don’t have a traditional means to market their art.  These shared tools would be securely managed and
require appointments, supervision, and basic training to use.

Partnership Opportunities:

● We would like to set up donation boxes throughout Albany to collect gently used and new art
supply donations.

● We are looking to salvage any discontinued art supplies of any potential medium .
● Share share share - please help us tell anyone in your life that may have items they wish to

pass on.
● Larger equipment for eventual art library can be collected and stored if it in good working

condition.

Partnership Benefits:

● Support our community in reducing waste, developing and refining skills and confidence, and
promoting mental and emotional health.



● Generate new foot traffic and business familiarity as members of the art community enter your
business to deliver their donations.

● We share your community support on our communications in social media and print.
● Access to growing, local artists to meet your future design, product, and personal needs.

Summer Men’s Barbeques

We would love to partner with some local male leaders to host some barbeques over the summer, possibly one
for Father’s Day, one for 4th of July, and one at the end of the Summer.   The idea is to encourage healthy
community and healthy camaraderie for men in our city, especially those in recovery, underserved, and
otherwise in need of relationships that encourage health and responsibility.

As our collective is currently comprised of women, we would really love to have this vision catch with one or
more male partners who sees the value in creating celebration spaces and our role would be to help their
version of this vision come together and succeed.

We encourage this to be a “dry” event, or at least one of them, for those in recovery to have a space to put into
practice engaging in good times as they move into new habits and decisions.

As we are looking for a more audience appropriate
leader for this event, we are keeping the specific
vision for this adaptable, but we see an
underserved and important community to be
reached here and so we wanted to include this.

Partnership Opportunities:

● We are seeking one or more men interested in bettering the community through uplifting,
encouraging, and healthy opportunities to lead and host these barbeques.

● Host site for one or more BBQ
● Donations of meat, sides, beverages for these potential free events
● Loan of BBQ or other meat cooking devices

Partnership Benefits:

● Creating a more stable community through support, encouragement, and investing health in the
men of Albany.

● Opportunity to spread your product recognition and patronage through donation of food or
beverage offerings.

● Advertisement of your partnership and support on our social media and any paper
communications for this event



National Board Game Day

National Board game day is June 4th, and we think this is an excellent opportunity for big community
celebration and fun!   We would love to partner with a location to encourage friends, family, neighbors, and
those looking for more connection.

We have a few ideas for what this could look like, and would love to meet in person to finalize details with the
location(s) interested in hosting things for this day.  Here are some ideas we thought might make this fun:

Hosting board game play all day, possibly with themed
drinks and treats available, and entries for prizes for
each game or for different things - some for playing a
game with someone new for example.

Create your own board game competition, which could
be judged by a group of judges playing through
submissions, and a prize for the “best game” or prizes for different categories.

We have a collection of gently used board games that could be used in support
of this event, or as prizes.   Alternatively, we may put together “national board
game day” donations to recovery houses or to be given away at partnering
locations.

We would truly love to adapt this vision with one or more partners to encompass their inspiration on this event,
and look forward to making it fit your personal business or organization identity.    Board games present unique
bonding opportunities for both families and other relationships, and we believe that positive and celebratory
interactions are healing to the community.

Partnership Opportunities:

● Host board game day events, we encourage prizes, categories, themed items.
● Donate prizes or games to the event(s).
● Spread the word and excitement!   Even if you don’t wish to host an event, it could be really fun

to do some one-day specials themed after a board game and encourage the community to find
people to connect with!

Partnership Benefits:

● Creating an atmosphere and reputation of community togetherness, fun, and celebration.
● Bring business into your shop from a demographic that may not have previously patronized.



● We will be sharing all the locations participating in any way from our social media and on any
published paper promotions.

Pride celebration 2022

Pride parade in Albany is scheduled for June 25, 2022.   This represents an opportunity to reach out and show
love to a traditionally marginalized group.  We will reach out to the organizers of this event and see what
opportunities to show love are available, though some ideas we have discussed follow.

Dad hugs - when polling members of this community about good ways to show love for their community, it was
mentioned that Mom hugs are often a thing that has been appreciated, it is rare for a dad hug area to be an
option and there is some interest in a loving hug to hurting individuals.  This would be by recipient initiation,
and representatives from our group would be background checked before partnering with us in the hopes of
protecting already hurting and vulnerable members of the Albany community.

Stand between - this event often draws people who attend only to attack and further marginalize the people the
event was designed to support and celebrate.   Should this be a service we offer, the volunteers (again,
background checked and debreifed) would act simply as a barrier for anyone attacking the participants verbally
and emotionally and engage would be aggressors in conversation instead, or simply stand between them and
their target.

We will take under advisement and personal moral consideration any other ideas
that the organizers present us with, but our goal is ultimately not to make a
statement one way or another, but just to show love and space for the freedom of
people to exist within their beliefs and self identity in a safe space as we hope would
exist for all members of our city.

Partnership Opportunities:

● Volunteers to spread love, acceptance, and make space for this community to freely celebrate
their ability to make progress toward safely exist and heal from the marginalization they have
faced.

● Background checked men to offer authentic “dad hugs” for those who would choose to engage
and benefit from this.

● We are open to other ideas in the intention of love, protection, and making space for this
community.

Partnership Benefits:

● Making space for marginalized communities creates a more healthy and safe environment for all
people, makes our community a place that can thrive and benefit from the greatness that all



individuals bring instead of limiting ourselves by staying in a limited pool of perspective,
experience, and understanding.

● There is health to be found for all in allowing space for people to exist in their own best
understanding of themselves, and healthier individuals makes for a more healthy, thriving, and
profitable community.

Summer Break 2022

The foundations of our collective have been serving the recovery homes and underserved in Albany for several
years now, and one of the regular things we have provided is some beginning of summer activities for children
of families in recovery homes.

The end of school is often a challenging transition time for families who move from children being cared for and
stimulated all day to needing attention, energy outlet, and creative entertainment while the adults are often
challenged with trying to parent well while healing themselves and their old patterns and coping mechanisms.

We like to provide some fun, self managing stimulation options and also some summer treats such as
popsicles for the household.  Some of the things we may provide could include

● Bubble Gloves
● Hoola Hoops
● Sprinklers or pools and hoses to use them with
● Popsicles
● Chalk and other art surprise
● Legos or other building supplies
● Books

Partnership Opportunities:

● Donate items or funds to purchase items in the category of fun, child friendly, self managing
● Sponsor an activity to invite the households to
● Donate or fund cold summer treats

Partnership Benefits:

● Supporting those actively working to become healthier, better coping and more functional
members of our community helps not only the individual putting in the work, but also the family
members of that individual.



Summer Community Art Show/Sale

In conjunction with our summer art camps we would love to create an opportunity to showcase, encourage,
and support art making with an event that allows an adjudicated art competition, art displayed and available for
purchase, and celebrated in general.

We have to primary ideas for this event this year:

● A community wide art walk, with full city participation inviting any and all artists
to put out art for enjoyment and purchase.   There are several cities that host similar
events both in and outside of Oregon to take notes from in creating this kind of event
that supports local artists, makers, and community in general.

● Clothesline style art sale, at a specified location (often an outdoor park or
property) where participants can display and sell their offerings.  Possibly at a set
price point or a couple set price points and with a theme to work off of.

Partnership Opportunities:

● City wide buy in from at least 25 businesses and spaces to participate in an art walk, preferably
in a concentrated area OR a large area appropriate for high foot traffic and display space.

● Sponsor a specific artist with supplies or funds to create and present their product.
● Sponsor the event in advertising and merchandising
● Participate with the event by offering your business product in a limited edition Art event edition
● Sponsor a prize or gift for the art contest
● If qualified, apply to be an adjudicator for the art contest
● Offer space for artist(s) of your choice to display work for purchase in your business before or

after the event
● Provide funds for local community service homes and organizations to purchase local art to

have in their locations

Partnership Benefits:

● Create more foot traffic and culture investment within our community.   Thriving communities are
very supportive and diverse in their art offerings, and often have strong connections throughout
between small businesses and local artists.    Having an event like this is likely to increase
patronage in the area(s) that the event(s) take place for all businesses.

● Develop and encourage skills, identity, and health in artisans and craftsman of the community.
Whether it remains a hobby or develops into a career, the skills and confidence as well as the



emotional and psychological health of creative people makes for better employees, community
members, and people.

● Advertisement for all partnering businesses via our social media, as well as any paper based
advertisement and promotion for said event.

● Community familiarity and positive association with your brand

Dry Bones Dancing (Halloween) 2022

Last year our artist collective launched with Dry Bones Dancing, a Halloween timed event designed to be an
adventure opportunity for the older youth of our community.  We created a scavenger hunt accessible to as
many of the “too old to trick or treat” age and other youth as we could manage, with puzzles to solve, prizes,
excessive candy offerings, and fun.

We want to continue growing this event this year with even more puzzles, prizes, and adventure.

We would like to partner with as many houses handing out candy as possible to add
prizes and pieces of the map leading to our ultimate location out.  Last year had a
decked out spooky carnival at the end of the clues, where larger prizes could be won,
and each visited location gave out clues, lots of candy, and limited edition stickers or
pins designed by a local artist.

We came up with a passphrase for our event, “Dry Bones Dancing” which refers to life
where it seemed death once was.   We really felt this declaration was a powerful and
cool way to affirm our youth in what has been a season of struggle and drought for all
of us, thus Dry Bones Dancing day was established.

As we look to envisioning this year’s event we will consider, based on funding,
partnership, space options, and personnel, expanding as far as having a speakeasy style haunted house, a
decked out spooky carnival, large prize or event buyout giveaways, and more competitive prize entry options.

Partnership Opportunities:

● Locations committed to handing out both candy and limited edition local art items as well as
pieces of the puzzle to our big event location.

● Sponsorship or donation of prizes for the event.
● Sponsorship for location for big event.
● Partnership with the spirit of the event by targeting your business or product specials within the

theme of this event.
● Volunteers to help execute various parts of the big location event.

Partnership Benefits:

● Your business’ partnership will be promoted in our social media and any paper advertisement
for this event.

● Creating fun, safe, and stimulating spaces for our youth especially as they age will promote
mental and psychological health to protect our community and it’s future.



● Partnering with us by creating specialized items in the theme may draw in customers who have
previously not patronized your organization.

● Generating events for the youth of our community creates positive association with future
customers and employees.

Thankgiving 2022

We are looking for a way to spread a thankfulness project through Albany, and this is still in process but our
thoughts and ideas at this point are as follows.

Find a space or spaces to display some community spaces to create or write what they
are thankful for about our community, such as a collaborative art space, sticky note wall,
or other such installment.    Ideally these could be located in several areas of Albany so
as many community members as are willing can contribute and spread positive
reminders about the excellence and unique parts of living in this city.

Alternately, a community art challenge focused on thankfulness, which could be
executed a number of different ways including but not limited to an adjudicated art show,

sidewalk chalk competition, thankfulness card events, collaborative art project installation, or something
beyond or in addition to these ideas.

We believe that acknowledging good in our community will continue to spread and inspire more good to thrive
within.

Partnership Opportunities:

● We are seeking one or more host sites either with their own thoughts on how to create and
encourage this project, or open to installment in an area of their choosing

● We are open to specific ideas on different potential executions of this concept
● Sponsorship or funding towards supplies or participation motivational items
● Location and/or qualified personnel for an art show with adjudication

Partnership Benefits:

● Spreading community recognition, positivity, and awareness of the good will benefit our
community identity, build bonds, and your brand joining in the positive thankful association will
also bring association with those traits to your business.

● We will be sharing all participating businesses from all of our social media platforms and any
paper advertisement.

● For installments within businesses there will be foot traffic generated for participation into the
location, which may include new customers.



Veterans Day 2022

Veterans Day is an important holiday that is more about recognition and space than celebration.   While we do
have appreciation and honor for our veterans, we understand that for those who have served, and especially
those involved in a time of conflict, that this is a holiday that can bring mixed feelings that may include pride,
pain, regret, confusion, loss, anger, and more.    Additionally, while there are many programs and services
targeted at vets, this is still a community that is underserved in many ways and highly misunderstood and even
at times marginalized.

Veteran’s day differs from Memorial day in that memorial day is designed to remember those who were lost in
service to our country, and Veteran’s day is intended to honor those who served.

While Albany famously has the largest Veteran’s Day parade west of the Mississippi, this
does not wholly cover the target group we wish to serve.   Honoring and making a big
deal out of acknowledging this holiday and military service in general has not clarified the
very important distinction between the two holidays, nor is it giving space for many
veterans who struggle with the heavier weight of having served and now reconciling the

events they were trained in and the actions both by and around them into returning to their own non military
lives and society.    There are veterans who are put off by crowds or by traditional Veteran’s day celebrations
and promotions.

As such, we would really like to make space for a few unique spaces for Albany’s veterans this year.    One
idea for this may be a meal for them and their family that isn’t done in a way that makes it feel like a publicity
opportunity or invasive to their privacy, whether hosted and put on or something sent home or to use at their
time of choice later.  Another option that fits how we have seen some process could be one or more locations
where they could have a drink or smoking opportunity to have space either alone or with a volunteer to either
sit quietly or listen if the Vet is interested in not being alone.   A missing man table, set up according to
established protocols, would be ideal at such a location.    The final thought we have considered is setting up a
volunteer group to work with established groups that are willing to help undocumented veterans work through
the process of getting their paperwork, identification, and connect with existing military outreach groups to help
those ready to use these benefits who previously have not been interested or have since lost their
documentation.

Partnership Opportunities:

● Host site(s), especially those that struggling or hurting veterans may be more likely to enter.
● Connection with local veteran’s services for ongoing help after initial event.
● Meal, gift card, other donations that are free of condition of privacy invasion for the veterans.
● Well qualified volunteers to sit silently and/or listen with Veterans at event spaces (we would

love to have the involvement of local spiritual leaders, counselors, and licensed therapists)



● Volunteers willing to commit to long term partnership with helping those interested reclaim their
military paperwork and identification in order to access any benefits they are entitled to.

● Possible a small shop for the day of donated items for those houseless or in need of.

Partnership Benefits:

● Honoring and promoting health and healing to those who at some point put their life on the line
for others will promote healthier community, more employees and customers able to bring their
best selves and opportunities with them.

Winter Selfie Stops 2022

We are looking forward to bringing back our Selfie Stops this winter, following their limited Christmas Season
run last year.   The vision behind this project is to create opportunities for our community to have access to
curated and fun spaces to take photos for free or very low cost professional mini shoots.   Last year we
partnered with four businesses to set up Selfie Stops, two of which allowed us to use their spaces that they
had curated themselves, and the other two we were able to partner with and bring our artistic heart into making
spaces that enhanced their business identity and aesthetic.

This year we would like to expand this project by offering more locations,
longer availability, larger variety of experiences, and potentially even partner
with some local photographers for low cost professional mini shoots.

We envision being able to help curate spaces, as we did on the photos on
the right, uniquely customized to the space and business providing the
space.   We imagine cut out photo sets for faces to smile through, and we
hope that word will spread early and far about this opportunity to create
free or low cost memories in great spaces in our community.

We believe that this could be an annual event to look forward to in our
community, anticipated and widely participated in alongside Storybook
Land, Downtown unwrapped, our community holiday lights contest, and other awesome

celebrations that make Albany somewhere really special and fantastic to celebrate the winter moments within
for all demographics, beliefs, ages, and social classes.

Partnership Opportunities:

● We are seeking as many locations to host Selfie Stops in Albany as possible!  The options for
hosting one are really diverse, but the expectation is that it is available during your business
hours for the entire run which we currently anticipate to be post-Thanksgiving through just after
New Year’s Day.

● Sponsor or otherwise support a space set up in a location if your business doesn’t currently
have an ideal location.

● We would love to incentivize the use of these stations via giveaways, so sponsoring a prize or
donating toward the purchase of some would be awesome.

● Partner in contributing to curating a space with your creative skills or eye for design.

Partnership Benefits:



● Hosting a space gets people into your location!   Generating foot traffic is a great way to bring in
customers.

● This is a great way to enhance your holiday decor while maintaining usable space.   We are
happy to help take the aesthetic and vision for your space and help you transform an area of
your choosing into this artistic opportunity.

● Become a part of memories and traditions - how many families do you know that have regular
celebration traditions?   If they take their annual holiday photo at your location, it can become an
exponentially profitable opportunity as families grow into multi generational groups that may
wish to continue to participate

Church Competition of Lights

We are issuing a challenge to the local churches to join the community in the holiday decorations competitions!
What a perfect time to celebrate in big and creative ways your beliefs by lighting up and proclaiming joy and
celebration to the world.

The city of Albany already holds a light competition every year, but we have
seen little to no church lights most years.  As the pandemic spread, it
seems that the community stepped up the lights as part of bringing hope
and declaring celebration to themselves and their city.

We cannot wait to see the creative, bright, and diverse ways that churches
will answer this call.

To participate in this challenge, please contact us and let us know that you’ll be competing, and we will let you
know when the judges will be looking at the lights, and please have them up by December 5th.  We will be
sharing the entries from our social media pages, and we are currently working on how we will be rewarding the
best lights, and what and how many categories there will be.

Partnership Opportunities:

● As a church, sign up and participate in this challenge.
● Sponsor a church in purchasing, planning, or setting up their entry.
● Contact us to be involved in judging or another aspect of this challenge.
● Share the entries as they are posted!

Partnership Benefits:

● Spread light, fun, celebration and joy to the community by contributing to the magic and city
wide celebration in holiday lights.

● Communicate joy and celebration to the community around you while simultaneously making
your place of worship a more inviting and approachable place to visit.

● Enjoy friendly competition and recognition if you win (one of) our prize(s)



City Wide Caroling 2022

On December 18th 2022, we are proposing a coordinated city wide caroling event, where churches and
individuals and other groups all sing the same planned carols beginning at the same time, across the city.   We
are imagining that if we had enough participation, you could be standing between groups in the city surrounded
by music happening together across the whole city.

There would be 3-5 carols, with planned verses and tempo so
that the effect has the best chance at success.   If we can
coordinate it, we will arrange some practices beforehand so
that there is really coherency between groups.

This is the kind of low cost, togetherness promoting thing that if successfully executed could really create a
wondrous moment for our whole city.   We have planned this as something that we hope will be approachable
and open to all levels, demographics, beliefs and skills at no cost to most involved.   The date we selected is
the traditional advent lighting of the Joy candle, as we feel this is a great way to spread joy to our community.

Partnership Opportunities:

● Contact us with a commitment to participate in this event asap, so that we can coordinate
planning as clearly and cooperatively as possible.

● If you have the skills to help lead a group while keeping to a scheduled time and tempo, please
let us know.   If you have your own group willing to join us and have these skills, let us know that
too.   Thanks!

● Host a location for those interested to come participate for this event who may not have or be
comfortable doing so from their home or participating church bodies.

● Spread the word!   Lets all go outside and create a magical moment together!

Partnership Benefits:

● Establish a city wide, potentially annual event that creates the kind of wonder filled moment that
will make Albany a really magical place to be this holiday season.

● Spread wonder, connection, inclusion and celebration in our city.



● Facilitate new connections and relations with community members and
businesses/organizations as we work to coordinate, communicate, and practice leading into the
execution of this event.

Future Projects

There are several projects that are not currently tied to a specific time period, that we are actively working on
and pursuing executing, as well as the beginnings of our vision for early 2023 projects that we hope to add on
while keeping the successful or continued call ones we are focusing on this year.  Please reach out to us for
more information or to get involved in these projects.

Expansion of Art Library
● Purchase and install vending machine with partnering business(es) to sell local art, art supplies,

merchandise, possibly partnering with a future local bookstore to also sell some books
● Secure storage and space to open by appointment a free art library (functions similarly to a food

bank)
● Purchase or receive by donation a functioning “food truck” to take the art library mobile around

our city
● Purchase or otherwise obtain a building (Mega Foods?) to house permanently the large variety

of artistic and empowering vision opportunities we anticipate fulfilling in the future, as well as to
host events, community enrichment, etc.

Bee Loved Passport
This will function as a way to collect points/credit/etc toward discounted or free classes, use of art library
special equipment (we hope to have woodworking, pottery, cricut, resin pouring, ipad and apple pencil).   This
is an answer to how to assure qualification, commitment, etc of participants and also to begin to invite some of
the community we have been taking outreach to into stepping into choosing their participation and involvement
instead.

Enrichment Classes
We would love to continue to partner with craftsman, artisans, educators, etc to spread opportunities for
enrichment, health, and education throughout our community.   Some potential classes could be as follows.

● Gardening
● Art technique
● Food Prep
● Sewing
● Grief support

Pop up shop
This would be an event similar to some that have/do happen in Albany, an opportunity for underserved
members to get socks, toiletries, etc of their choosing.



Outreach Make Days
We would love to partner with a local business to have regular time to invite interested community members to
come and give $20 and an hour or so of their time to work on whatever project is upcoming next - in example
of this year’s projections, that might be decorating easter eggs, sorting and cleaning art donations, making gifts
for the annual gifts we contribute to foster kids and recovery homes.  They could come learn new skills, take
home an item and create several more for the donations.   It’s like paint days with a community outreach twist.

January 2023: Possibly partner with Cumberland Community Events Center for Snowflake Ball
February 2023: City wide Galentine’s Day celebrations with opportunities to create new friendships



❤ 2021 Projects Completed

Valentines Day : 550 people reached
● Our Valley Christian Center Family helped fill out Valentines and make beautiful cards

for the homeless, which were handed out with roses and other flowers.
● The Elks in Corvallis provided their kitchen where we made cookies and candied bacon

for 19 recovery homes and teen Challenge.
● Giant cards were made by our Children's ministry Leaders Pam Sand, Charyse Hill and

Frankie Caswell. Sponsors donated funds to pay for gas that allowed us to go out on
Valentines Day to find the least of these.

● The Valentines written by our church also made it to the farm home Children's mental
institution, along with candy, stickers and goodies.

Easter : 375 children reached
(This Easter we were short on hands during the pandemic and other illness spread)

● We didn't have it in us to pack our typical 400 mini easter baskets so instead we made
20 giantones full of candy, toys, jewelry, art supplies, and fun little trinkets.

● We came up with creative ways to celebrate with bubble gloves for all the foster kids
and we were shocked at how well received our giant bunny bags went over at all the
recovery homes with kids. We will never go back.

Typically Mother’s Day and Father’s Day are big, they were both canceled this year by covid
outbreaks, life, and short supplies.

Dry Bones Dancing day. (Formerly known as Halloween) : Reach Unknown
● We made a quest for teens this year, encouraging them to solve riddles, get candy and

truth declaring merch that looks like the world only cooler. We watched as these most
impossible youth, the wayward, set down trick or treating and picked up dry bones
dancing.

● We invited the whole city to participate with us.! We gave out 1000+candy bars and at
least 80 kids made it to the carnival where we gave out 3 dutch bros gift cards, 6 shirts,
stickers, buttons,headbands, and trinkets.

● We also delivered treat bags for the foster kids and full size candy to Trillium with
pencils and erasers.

Thanksgiving: 350 people reached
Pies and cards delivered to 19 recovery homes in Albany and Teen Challenge



Christmas: 1100 people reached
● We partnered with the Cumberland Community Events Center board to create spaces

for families to take pics for free, with a box for at will donations for the cumberland event
center.

● We painted 250 composition books for the farm home and foster kids. We gave them
our leftover candy, and vinyl stickers, pencils, erasers, trinkets.

● We had sewing teams sew pillowcases for Trillium farm home as well. (They use them
as stockings)

● The VCC youth packaged up about 250 gift bags for the homeless. And a second group
of youth finished up the other 200 and helped deliver on Christmas eve-eve.

● (These pouches this year blew me away. We were able to do soap, socks,
toothbrushes,

● toothpaste, make up, glass nail files, tweezers, nail clippers, candy, gum - all the
things.)

● We also had a talented crew create donut shaped cocoa bombs and we delivered those
along with spices from a local competition BBQ winner, freeze dried skittles from
heavenly homestead and amazing cookie art from a local cookie maker. Oh and of
course, coloring books and art supplies.

● Teen Challenge was delivered new socks and cookie tins full of treats that were lovingly
made for a youth Christmas party that was canceled. (God uses all things!)

We are excited and inspired by the opportunities we were given to move deeper into our calling, and
our plans this year are only steps on the path to our ultimate vision to open up a community arts
center that will encompass much of the projects we have done or are doing this year, an art library for
creators, a local art store, therapy rooms and work spaces.   We are so thankful for you taking the
time to look over our vision and to partner with us where you are called to.




